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Ms. Prewitt is the Director of Source Operations Group, responsible for
strategy development for collection and delivery of geospatial intelligence
(GEOINT) source data for the National System for Geospatial Intelligence
(NSG). She oversees the GEOINT Supplier Broker (GSB) initiative to
improve business processes and develop a supply chain that integrates heritage
functions to better understand customer needs and deliver responsive
GEOINT content.

Prior to returning to Source in 2015, Ms. Prewitt was Director, Office of
Geospatial-Intelligence Management – Frontiers. There she oversaw architecture analysis,
planning, modeling, and simulation for multi-billion dollar GEOINT systems and capabilities. In
this role, she was the principle advisor to senior Intelligence Community (IC) Department of
Defense (DoD) leadership on future GEOINT systems and capabilities. Ms. Prewitt managed the
NSG requirements process, which included identifying, coordinating, and formally documenting
GEOINT requirements validated by the DoD’s Joint Requirements Oversight Council and the
Office of the Director of National Intelligence Community Capability Requirements process.

Ms. Prewitt served as a Senior Intelligence Program Analyst while on Joint Duty Assignment with
Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), Systems and Resource Analyses from
2012-2013. In this role she led analysis that included determining proper resource utilization,
efficiency, productivity, and cost effectiveness for National Intelligence Program (NIP)
investments.

From 2011 to 2012, as the Chief of NGA’s Source Mission Integration Office’s, Plans, Policy and
Assessment Division, Ms. Prewitt led the Joint Overhead Persistent Infrared (OPIR) Integrated
Space Trade (JOIST) Study to analyze alternatives for OPIR space capabilities through 2030,
while simultaneously directing NSG Collection planning, policy development, and performance
assessments and managing the Source Operations interface to the NSG community.

Prior assignments in NGA Source included, Chief, Mission Support Division where Ms. Prewitt
led the integration and readiness of OPIR capabilities within the GEOINT community. She also
led the development of IC and DoD concept of operations to establish Joint OPIR tasking and
collection operations. Additionally, Ms. Prewitt served as Chief of NGA’s Joint Operations
Integration Office’s Future Sensors Branch where she led requirements development, review
processes and capabilities integration initiatives for National Technical Means, Full Spectrum
GEOINT and airborne capabilities.

Ms. Prewitt began her Intelligence career in the U.S. Army. She gained tactical, theater and
national-level intelligence experience through assignments that included the Joint Intelligence
Center–Pacific (JICPAC) and NGA’s predecessor organization, NIMA.

Ms. Prewitt’s top notch performances have garnered multiple awards for “Outstanding,”
“Exceptional” and “Superb” leadership between 2007 and 2015.
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She earned a Bachelor’s of Science Degree in International Business from Strayer University and
is currently pursuing a graduate degree in Technology Management.

Ms. Prewitt lives in Stafford, Virginia with her husband, Joseph Prewitt, an NGA team member
within the Analysis Directorate. She has one daughter Tori, who is attending college in North
Carolina.
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